










































































The fundamental ideological task of the new
concept ．．．must remain that of coordinating
new forms of practice and social and mental
habits（this is finally what I take [Raymond]
Williams to have in mind by the notion of a
'structure of feeling'）with the new forms of
economic production and organization thrown up
by the modification of capitalism－the new
global division of labour－in recent years.

































































Interpretation/Reading ……………………………… Against Interpretation/Misreading
Signified ………………………………………………………………………… Signifier
Lisible（Readerly） ……………………………………………… Scriptible/（Writerly）
Narrative/Grande Histoire ………………………………… Anti-narrative/Petite Histoire






























































































































































































































































“．．．．And finally you asked yourself, in the
dream, which world is the false one, and what it
means to walk head down. Your dream no longer
distinguished what is down and what is up, where
life is and where death. Your dream cast doubt on




















We will show how the ridiculousness of actions is
born from the likening of the best to the worst and
vice versa, from arousing surprise through deceit,
from the impossible, from violation of the laws of
nature, from the irrelevant and the inconsequent,
from the debasing of the characters, from the use
of comical and vulgar pantomime, from
























But on the day when the Philosopher's word
would justify the marginal jests of the debauched
imagination, or when what has been marginal



































































































．．．running through the whole of nature,
including the human world, is what Nietzche
called the 'will to power', the disposition of
different power-centres to engage in a perpetual
struggle for domination whose outcomes alter
both the relationships fundamentally constitutive
of reality and the identities of the parties to those
relationships;... Nor is thought itself exempt from
this struggle:... the only attitude appropriate to the
seething heterogeneity of the actual world is
perspectivism, which recognizes every thought as
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an interpretation, valid only within a conceptual
framework the grounds for whose acceptance lie
not in any supposed correspondence with reality,
but in the purpose, construable ultimately in terms


































The language of gems is multiform; each
expresses several truths, according to the sense of
the selected interpretation, according to the
context in which they appear. And who decides
what is the level of interpretation and what is the
proper context?．．．it is authority, the most
reliable commentator of all and the most invested










































































































































































“There was no plot,”William said,“and I
discovered it by mistake．．．．I arrived at Jorge
through an apocalyptic pattern that seemed to
underlie all the crimes, and yet it was accidental. I
arrived at Jorge seeking one criminal for all the
crimes and we discovered that each crime was
committed by a different person, or by no one. I
arrived at Jorge pursuing the plan of a perverse
and rational mind, and there was no plan, or
rather, Jorge himself was overcome by his own
initial design and there began a sequence of
causes, and concauses, and of causes
contradicting one another, which proceeded on
their own, creating relations that did not stem
from any plan. Where is all my wisdom, then?．．．
pursuing a semblance of order, when I should




























































But the Enlightenment was nothing if not a
movement devoted to criticism and debate．．．．It
doesn't tell people what to believe; it is about
suggesting ways that they might think more
critically about what they already believe．．．．
But what Kant was actually saying was: 'Take
nothing as gospel. Criticise everything, including
what I am saying now and my own philosophical
ideas and beliefs'. That is the core of the










The order that our mind imagines is like a net, or
like a ladder, built to attain something. But
afterward you must throw the ladder away,





















































































I shall sink into the divine shadow, in a dumb
silence and an ineffable union, and in this sinking
all equality and all inequality shall be lost, and in
that abyss my spirit will lose itself,... all
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differences will be forgotten. I shall be in the
simple foundation, in the silent desert where
diversity is never seen, in the privacy where no
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The Coexistence of Modernism and Postmodernism
－in the Case of Eco's The Name of the Rose
Postmodernism is considered to represent philosophical ideas, mainly derived from cultural formations
associated with popular culture around the 1960s, and poststructuralist theory. While people are fully
familiar with postmodernism phenomina nowadays, many problematic aspects have been pointed out on
them, such as a cognitive and cultural relativism, epistemological pluralism, fractured identities, and the
detachment of representation from reality, that is, the signifier from the signified. These characteristics
make it possible to free us from the restraints of the traditional fixed interpretation and the hierarchical
system of value and order. At the same time, however, they bring people the sense of disorder, anarchy,
disorientation and meaninglessness. In this sense, postmodernism has to be grasped both positively and
negatively. In order to escape from the negative aspects of postmodernism, and to make sense of
aseemingly opaque yet ultimately intelligible world of postmodernism, it is important to reexamine not only
postmodernism but also modernism which is still coexisting in our world, with a new point of view.
Umberto Eco, an Italian philosopher, historian, literary critic and novelist, understands postmodernism as
an ethos, a way of behaviour in a critical age, and not as the philosophy which belongs to the present day,
and describes various problems of postmodernism in his essays and novels, mainly from the point of
semiotics. In this paper, I would like to discuss the positive and the negative aspects of postmodernism
concretely, in comparison with modernism, focusing on Eco's famous novel, The Name of the Rose.
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